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BPT-Pro is a powerful CAD plug-in designed to help you work faster and smarter with Adobe Illustrator (CS and CC). With BPT-Pro you'll be able to measure objects and edit their properties directly from within Illustrator's Tools panel, and add an unlimited number of further objects to your document, as well as store them all in a schedule with
just a few clicks. What's more, you'll be able to save time and work smarter, thanks to intuitive and user-friendly tools. With BPT-Pro you can measure objects and edit their properties directly from within Illustrator's Tools panel, and add an unlimited number of further objects to your document, as well as store them all in a schedule with just a few

clicks. Moreover, the interface is packed with tools that will improve your work. For example, BPT-Pro allows you to easily create an unlimited number of angles, elliptical arcs, and arcs with circles as inner or outer radius. Also, you'll be able to accurately measure any object and report its dimensions in a snap. In addition, the plug-in contains a
bunch of other tools, including the one to cut or peel off any object, and even a schedule tool that's suitable for official projects. The Adobe Acrobat PDF Reader plug-in is an essential companion program for your PDF documents. Sometimes you may find yourself browsing through a PDF document and wanting to view a specific page number or
even the entire content of the document. In this case, you simply need to open Adobe Acrobat Reader and click on the PDF document itself to view or print. However, you might not have access to the program or find the time to launch it. In such cases, you can open PDF documents directly from Adobe Flash with the help of Adobe PDF Reader
Plug-in. Adobe PDF Reader Plug-in Description To keep things simple, Adobe PDF Reader Plug-in is actually a small program packed with useful features that make it ideal for both beginners and professionals. In fact, it can be categorized in three categories: navigation, searching and reading. The first category is about "navigation", in which

you'll be able to bookmark, print and return to any desired page, as well as view and hide any inserted annotations. Even though the app is not that fast, it will let you read and navigate through the PDF document in a matter of seconds. The most useful attribute is the one that allows you to open any annotation without even
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BPT-Pro is a useful 2D-CAD plug-in for Adobe Illustrator that adds a number of specialized tools directly within the Illustrator Tools panel. The plug-in also bundles up various measuring and editing tools. The BPT-Pro toolbox integrates 19 specialized tools, namely: Angle Extract Dimension Fillet Oblique Dimension Radius & Diameter Slant
Arc Comment Schedule Inch Digital Size Vertical Angle Horizontal Angle Trace Radius Peel a Square Peel a Triangle Peel an Internal Angle Peel an External Angle Round Corners Peel Corners Trench Trench Corner Features: The BPT-Pro 2D-CAD toolbox has 19 specialized tools and is attached directly to the Adobe Illustrator panel. The

toolbox in itself doesn't add any clutter to Illustrator's interface, since it is nicely integrated with it. The plug-in also bundles up various measuring and editing tools. The BPT-Pro toolbox integrates 19 specialized tools and is attached directly to the Adobe Illustrator panel. With the help of the entire package, you can accurately measure objects and
segments and even vertical, horizontal, oblique and curved lines, as well as measure the radius and diameter of any arc. With the Angle tools, you can also estimate the angles from inside and outside of specific objects. Even though this plug-in costs a mere $19.95, it is still worth every penny. Add 19 specialized tools directly to Illustrator's Tools
panel With the help of the plug-in, you will be able to accurately measure and edit the dimensions of any arc, segment, or object. There is also the possibility to measure the radius and diameter of any arc or object and measure the angle from inside and outside. The Angle tools themselves are quite intuitive. Simply drag and drop within a square
object to round any 4-corners. The measuring and editing tools are even more precise. Using the Extract Dimension tool, you can easily peel off any square edge to round various shapes and draw 3-point arcs. Using the Fillet tool, you can easily round any corners and even round all but the largest objects with a single click. You can also use the

Slant tool to draw a 90-degree slant, and the Arc tool to draw a 3-point arc. Even though the software isn b7e8fdf5c8
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The plug-in itself is very light and quite feature-rich. Since it is very well structured, I can't possibly list all the features. However, I'll mention some of the most relevant ones. - 19 tools to design, measure, draw and edit various objects. - Easily create and edit 2-point and 3-point ARC lines, ellipses and arcs. - Set their center, radius, angle and length
as well as the drawing start and the rotation of the ellipse or circle. - Create not only any standard point but also any customized polygon. - Transform or center a polygon. - Calculate the radius and diameter of any ellipse or circle. - Conveniently draw and measure any angle. - Create any two or three-point ARC lines. - Easily cut or "peel" off any
square edge from any object to round it. - Reposition the selected object and apply it onto any layer. - Arrange multiple objects in custom sequence. - Easily draw 2 or 3-point ARC lines, ellipses and arcs. - Easily create, edit and delete comments. - Create and modify a schedule. - Set the titles of the layers you create in a schedule. - Save a schedule
so you can recall it easily later. - Convert any object into smart clipping masks. - Deconstruct any object. - Delete any object (be it a path, polygon or compound). The whole plug-in is quite user-friendly and its features can be easily accessed by simply hovering over the desired tools in the plug-in menu. I even found the plug-in to be remarkably
lightweight for what it can do. What you get for a very low price: - A powerful 2D-CAD plug-in for Adobe Illustrator. - 19 tools for drawing, measuring, editing and creating a wide array of objects. - Several impressive functions for designers and artists who work with design-related vectors. - A super-simple design interface. - The plug-in works
with all the versions of Illustrator. - Extremely light and easy to use. - And a lot more. Support: Though I've never tested its download version, the plug-in is available in the Adobe Store for only $19.99. Since it's quite inexpensive, I don't expect that it's going

What's New In BPT-Pro?

Adobe Illustrator This product includes 19 powerful tools that add vector drawing and measuring capabilities to Adobe Illustrator. All these tools are easily accessible as Illustrator tools in its plug-ins panel. BPT-Pro Screenshots: Adobe Illustrator This product includes 19 powerful tools that add vector drawing and measuring capabilities to Adobe
Illustrator. All these tools are easily accessible as Illustrator tools in its plug-ins panel. Download Adobe Illustrator This product includes 19 powerful tools that add vector drawing and measuring capabilities to Adobe Illustrator. All these tools are easily accessible as Illustrator tools in its plug-ins panel. 08-19-2008, 10:40 AM Packrat Free or
payware? I think some of them are payware, they are not all included in free version. Users find them on their own, and if they find it useful they buy it, if not, they don't 08-19-2008, 10:47 AM jc.clarkson Quote: Originally Posted by Packrat I think some of them are payware, they are not all included in free version. Users find them on their own,
and if they find it useful they buy it, if not, they don't I was thinking that too, but found it terribly confusing. 08-19-2008, 10:53 AM HostileGrep Quote: Originally Posted by Packrat I think some of them are payware, they are not all included in free version. Users find them on their own, and if they find it useful they buy it, if not, they don't You
know, that was the same thought that occurred to me as well. I found myself completely overwhelmed and confused with which one of them I could use and which ones I could not. I'm glad that I now know the free ones before I purchase (or don't purchase) them! 08-19-2008, 11:02 AM Packrat For what price I might not have checked too much
detail on that, since they are not all free either they could be anywhere, Who cares though if you like it if you like a price thats worth it. You dont have to take them all, so dont feel like its taking a long hard look around though 08-
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System Requirements For BPT-Pro:

- Operating System: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (32 bit or 64 bit) - DirectX: 9.0 / 10 - RAM: 1 GB - Hard Disk: 1.5 GB free space - Video Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Video Card - GFX: Multi-Core Processor, Accelerated Video Card, Supports DX10.1 - CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon, Phenom II X2 or Phenom II
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